There have been a number of studies of nuclear level densities based on the yields of isomeric pairs in compound nuclear reactions. The first analysis of such experiments ~as by Vandenbosch and Huizenga 1 and ~as intended to apply to systems involving relatively lo~ angular momentum and excitation energy. Recently Dudey and Sugihara 2 have extended the statistical model formalism to cover much broader ranges of angular momentQ~ and excitation energies such as one ~auld encounter in alpha-particle-induced reactions at several tens of MeV.
Tte recently published ~ark of Lark and Morinaga 3 may offer a more stringent test of this type of calculation. Follo~ing (a,2n) and (a,4n) reactions on even-even deformed nuclei, they ~ere frequently able to resolve several prompt gamma rays of the ground rotational bands of the product nuclei ' 4 and in a fe~ cases delayed gamma rays from isomers. Stephens, Lark, and Diamond have pursued similar studies using heavy-ion beams, usually with.odd-Z ~rojectiles on odd-even targets. Hansen 2 --7 0 plus X-ray yields. This is seen to be consistent with the delayed yields in Table II .. The dependence on bombardmg energy in this case is large. The · r average 8-yields at 27 MeV and 52 MeV are ~200 mb and ;:J300 mb, respectively.
Evidently the decay of high-spin states in the compound nucleus, which have a higher yield at higher bombarding energies, leads primarily to the 8 levels in 180 .· the residual W nucleus.
We consider whether these data are interpretable in yerms of the kinds of calculations used to analyze isomeric yield ratio. It is not simple to rationalize why this particular dividing spin should apply.
Clearly, the yield received by various low-lying levels is not simply a function of spin alone, for the yields to 8-and 8+ levels are quite :different. 'The K quantQ~ nQ~ber (8 for the 8-level and 0 for the 8+ ), parity or details of feeder levels above must have an important influence in determining yields.
Nuclear spectroscopic studies on even-even nuclei in the deformed region 
gam.l!la yield, and cascades dmm the high-K family would all give the 8-isomer yield.
For nuclei in another region of' the Nilsson diagram where D=l/2 or 3/2 oroitals are prevalent, no such division of two-quasi -particle oands into families would occur, out the prompt gamma yield to various memoers of the ground rotational oand could well vary from nucleus to nucleus, according to the particular K values of the lowest two-quasi-part:i.cle oands which would serve as principal "feeder" paths into the ground oand.
Aoove an energy ~46 , where four-quasi particle excitations could ·occur, it seems fruitless to speculate aoout gam.rna cascade paths, since it is not clear to what extent states will mix and the K· quantum nQrnoer, numoer of quasi-particles, etc. lose their validity. Such considerations suggest the particular desiraoility of additional experiments on garnma ray yields 7 performed at o'omoarding energies ' within 3 MeV of threshold. At such energies near threshold the whole region of greatest uncertainty for mapping the gamma ray cascade (i.e., oetween 3 MeV and the neutron oinding energy of ~8 MeV) could oe completely avoided. The last neutron would have evaporated to leave a final state of two-quasi-particle exci tation or less. ·Of course, the fewer the nUm.oer of neutrons evaporated the easier it -will oe ·to push the · gamnia ray measurements closer to threshold. Perhaps, (p, 2n) and _(cx,2n) reactions are hopeful for carrying yield measurements toward threshold, and the oehavior of gamma ray yields or anisotropies with energy might give really definitive information on the dependence of nuclear level density on J after the first neutron evaporation step. 
we. wish to calculate the coefficients for all quadrupole radiation in the "stretched"
The coefficients are the same for all the ga~~as. From formulas given for analysis of low-temperatur~ nuclear ll ' 0 0 alignment experiments. it is simple to derive the desired coefficients A2_ and A 4
The angular distribution of a ga~~a ray of pure multipolarity ~ emitted from an assembly of oriented nuclei is usually expressed as follows:
The coefficient Fk · is taken from -y--y angular correlation theory and depends on initial spiri J, final spin J
,
and multipolarity "A. as follows:
The coefficient Bk is determined oy the initial populations w(m) in the Various 2J+l magnetic substates of the gamma-emitting nucleus.
. The general formula for att_enuation caused by a })receding radiation L ~J, where L will be half integral for neutron eva}loration and integral for gammas, is as follows: 
The above formula was tested on some Values from Table VI The general formulas for A}~(J) differ from Eq. (5) 
The above formulas are. exact, and they are simple enough: to lend them-. The analysis of -y-anisotro:pies in Fig. 1 with respect to the beam direction) using Eq. (7) and Table V .
Fror_n Table V tion energy E and spih J , for the case of alpha-particle bombarQrnent, is given. . where A is the reduced de Broglie wavelength of the incoming alpha particle, Jt is the spin of the target nucleus, S is the entrance channel spin, and T£(E) is · the transmission coefficient of the incident alpha particle of channel energy E and·orbital angular momentu.rn .e.
.
The normalized probability for the compound nucleus to decay by emission of a particle v(neutron, proton, or alpha particle) to a final state of average excitation energy Ef and spin Jf is given by
Here Dv(Ef,Jf) is the level density in the residual nucleus formed by emission ) of particle ~; the functional form of Dv (Ef,Jf) is discussed below.
is a normalized form of a (E ,J· ) ~ that is If more than one particle is evaporated in cas.cad~, the distribution Pv(l)Ef;Jf· ) is used'' instead of P (E ,J ) in Eq. (A2) to g'enerate another distribuc c ·c -
. This is continued for as many steps as necessary.
The density of levels of energy E and spin J is taken to be n (E,J) For J > Jt , n (E,J) was tak~n to be zero.
'
In all of the calculations the excitation energy E was corrected for the odd-even character of residual nuclides. For odd-odd nuclei, yhe correction was zero; for .even-odd or odd-even, E was reduced by 1.0 MeV; and for even-even nuclei, the reduction was 2.0 MeV.
Transmission coefficients for neutrons, protons, and alpha particles were calculated with an optical model program of Glendenning. 7 The parameters assumed ...
for .a nuclear, potential of Woods'-Saxon form Table III .
.·
.
The average kinetic energy of an em~tted neutron was assumed to be 2T if essentially all·of the energy spectrmn could lead to the desired final nuclide.
If some fraction of the spectrQ~ had to be excluded, the average energy was calculated for the available part assQ~ing the. spectrum shape was Maxwellian. In the case of charged particles the average kinetic energy was assQ~ed to be B+T where B is an effective barrier energy. It was assumed to be that kinetic energy for which the penetrability of an £=0 wave was 0.5 by the optical model calculation. Step l refers to evaporation from the compound nucleus; steps 2, 3, and 4 refer to further evaporation from residual nuclei formed by neutron emission in the previous step.
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